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THE NASA COMMUNICATIONS R & D PROGRAM
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NASA Headquarters
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ABSTRACT

About two years ago NASA decided to reactivate its communications R&D program,
which had been phased down in 1973. The new program focuses on three major areas:
technology development in the 30 and 20 GHz bands for wideband communications;
system definition for an integrated terrestrial and satellite-aided system for land mobile
communications in the 860 MHz band; and development of system concepts and pilot
networks for applications data services. The paper summarizes the new activities in the
three areas and describes their status and plans.

INTRODUCTION

In 1973 NASA decided to phase down its highly successful program in communications
R&D, because it was felt that private industry would be able to support the desired R&D.
It soon became apparent, however, that federal funding was essential to develop long-lead-
time, high-risk technology. The National Space Policy (Presidential Directive 42) of
October 1978 instructed NASA to again undertake “carefully selected communications
R&D.”

The current NASA communications program has two main components, with the following
major elements:

• Communications R&D: Advanced studies and development; public service
communications; and technical support for other agencies.

• Data Systems R&D: Information sciences research; system concepts; and common
systems development.

Primary focus is on three new programs—two under advanced studies and development,
and one under common systems development—which are the subject of this paper. The
30/20 GHz System, ultimately leading to a flight program, is now in the conceptual design
and technology development phase. The Multi-user Thin-route System, with special



interest in satellite-aided mobile services at 860 MHz, is currently in the early study phase.
The Applications Data Services System is also in an early phase, with initial emphasis on
pilot systems for three disciplines, i.e., atmospheric, oceanic and resources pilots.

THE 30/20 GHz PROGRAM

Commercial satellite communications are currently offered in the 6/4 and 14/12 GHz
bands (C and Ku bands, respectively). Figure 1 shows the existing and proposed satellites
located in the orbital arc of interest for service to the U.S. Only about 20 or 25 slot
locations are suitable for service to the contiguous U.S.; some of the slots may be used by
other administrations, leaving perhaps 15 to 18 slots for the U.S. Competition for these
slots is already shaping up in filings before the FCC. In May 1980, nine companies had
filed applications for 22 spacecraft using C and Ku bands; in contrast, the present numbers
are 8 spacecraft by 3 companies. Clearly, the next higher band—30/20 GHz or Ka
band—will have to be developed to meet future needs.

The objective of the 30/20 GHz program is to develop and demonstrate the technology in
this band; and to verify system performance and technology readiness through flight tests.
The program is phased as follows:

• Phase I (1978-79): Market analyses; operational system studies.

• Phase II (1980-82): Demonstration system planning; technology development.

• Phase III (1982-89): System development; in-orbit experiments; and development of
follow-on technology.

The Phase I market analyses were conducted by Western Union and UST&T. Traffic
projections were generated by examining the traffic growth in 31 categories—21 classes of
data, 5 of voice, and 5 of video services. Cross-impact of various categories was taken into
account. The total needs in the year 2000 were judged to be in excess of 1000 equivalent
transponders. At present an equivalent transponder is nominally 1000 voice channels, or
50Mbs data, or one full-motion television channel; the studies allowed for improvements in
the traffic-carrying capacity of transponders in the next 20 years. The actual capacity in the
C and Ku bands, including an allowance for the increased bandwidth allocations at the
recent WARC, is on the order of 650 transponders. using 30/20 GHz with multibeam
antennas (but without frequency reuse), the system can have about 2300 equivalent
transponders. Thus the new band would be adequate till beyond the year 2000.

The Phase I system studies were conducted by several systems houses: Ford Aerospace,
Hughes, GE, TRW, and MITRE. These studies addressed system concepts for trunking as



well as Customer Premises Service (CPS), satellite-switched TDMA and FDMA concepts,
system architecture, and advanced signal processing techniques.

Figures 2 and 3 show two system concepts using multibeam antennas at 30/20 GHz.
Figure 2 shows a spacecraft with ten beams, each 0.3E wide. The beams can be aimed at
large traffic centers, or at areas of heavy rainfall to obtain system performance data for
such areas. Figure 3 shows a system with 25 beams, about 1E wide, covering the CONUS,
suitable for customer premises service.

After the main Phase I studies, follow-on market studies were carried out to refine the
traffic projections, to estimate service costs, and to investigate the impact of foreign
satellite systems. Similarly, follow-on system studies were conducted on CPS systems and
on access/switching protocols.

Two parallel contracts for Phase II system studies were awarded earlier this year, one to
Hughes and the other to TRW. Task 1 is to generate a baseline system design, a
development plan, and cost estimates. The baseline design identifies the basic
requirements and characterizes the major system-parameters for communications, flight,
terrestrial, and control systems. Several alternative concepts are also being considered.
Preliminary cost estimates have been generated and are being refined. It is difficult to
develop a high technology system at low cost; at the same time, however, it is impractical
to ignore the costs, no matter how large the technological gain. The challenge NASA—
and the industry—faces at this time is to find the right balance between technology and
cost.

Under Task 2, each company will study and develop three system concepts and
capabilities. Results should be available during the fall of 1980.

In July 1980, contracts were awarded for technology development in six areas; Multibeam
antenna system; trunking matrix switch; baseband processor; low noise receiver; GaAs
FET transmitter; and IMPATT transmitter. The run-out cost for the 2 to 3 year
development program is expected to be more than $20 Million.

Completion of Phase II will give NASA the technology base and cost information needed
for the Phase III activity. This includes the design, fabrication, and launch of one or more
spacecraft. During Phase III, both NASA and industry will participate in conducting
system-, service-, and technology-related experiments. At the end of Phase III the
commercial sector will have the performance, reliability, and cost data needed for a
decision to implement an operational system.



MULTIUSER THIN-ROUTE PROGRAM

This program addresses the potential introduction of a satellite-aided land mobile
communications service in the UHF band. Certain portions of the band between 806 and
890 MHz are allocated to land mobile service, and two advanced systems, based on the
cellular concept, are being implemented in this band in the Chicago and Baltimore-
Washington areas. Such terrestrial systems will grow to cover major population centers
over the next 25 years. However, the 231 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas with
population exceeding 50,000 (in 1970) cover only about 9% of the area of the U.S. Thus a
large part of the country will remain unserved by cellular systems. These sparsely
populated areas could be served by a satellite-aided system operating in frequency bands
adjacent to or coordinated with those used by the terrestrial system.

To date NASA activities in this area have been confined to market analysis, system
concept development, and preliminary assessments of the antenna, onboard switching, and
other technical requirements. Primary attention has been devoted to the problems of large
antennas, large body dynamics in orbit, and the large size and weight of the feed array
needed to obtain multiple beams.

The footprints from a satellite using 0.5E beams (50 meters diameter antenna) are shown in
Figure 4. In this example, the total frequency bandwidth is divided into three sub-bands,
and each is used about 23 times; a given sub-band is reused in cells with large geographic
separation in order to reduce co-channel interference. Current thinking is that a minimum
of 4 sub-bands are required to obtain the needed carrier-to -interference ratio. Note that the
cell size need not be uniform if it is assumed that the number of users in an area is
proportional to the population: sparsely populated areas could then be covered with larger
beams, as shown in the figure . Figure 5 shows a 16 m spaceborne antenna producing 1.5E
beams; 18 such beams provide full coverage of Canada, CONUS, Alaska and Hawaii.

In April this year, the Canadian Department of Communications expressed an interest in
the development of a potential joint program. They have been conducting studies under a
program called Multiuser Satellite (MUSAT) and have identified several bands of interest
to them. These include low UHF (280-400 MHz) and X band (7-8 GHz) for mobile and
fixed government communications; 400 MHz for data collection and emergency
communications with ships in distress; and L band (1.5 to 1.6 GHz) for maritime mobile
communications. In addition, Canada is interested in the high UHF band (800-900 MHz),
which is the band of primary interest to the U.S. (The U.S. also has some interest in the
400 MHz emergency communications band.)



In July a baseline system was chosen for further study; its characteristics are shown in
Table I. The total weight is estimated at about 4,000 lb. It is clear that the weight exceeds
the SUSS-A capability and an IUS launch would be needed.

APPLICATIONS DATA SYSTEMS

NASA R&D in environmental and earth resources areas produces a large amount of data.
A few years ago, typically, a single investigator needed data from a single instrument and
was content to receive it by mail. The present requirements are much more severe; the data
from several space missions and ground sources must be combined, and very often the
data must be distributed in real time to a number of users at several locations. Figure 6
shows the system concept for a potential Applications Data Service system. The system
would use commercial facilities, as available, to provide the necessary interfaces between
data producers and data users. Preliminary requirements and concept development studies
have been conducted over the past year. At present, data systems pilots are being defined
and implemented to demonstrate,evaluate, and further refine those requirements and
concepts.

The data systems which have to be interconnected and integrated by ADS are of three
types: (1) data systems such as the LANDSAT Mission Control and Preprocessing
Facility; (2) discipline-oriented systems, e.g., the Climate or AgRISTARS facilities; and
(3) data repositories, such as the EROS Data Center or the NASA Space Science Data
Center. The ADS would allow any user to locate and access the data from any of these
systems; to have access to critical data in near-real time; and to integrate similar data from
several sources in order to conduct correlative research. Since this is obviously an
ambitious goal, we are initially undertaking three small pilot programs in three distinct
disciplines: Atmospheres, Oceans, and Resources Pilots.

All pilots will concentrate on development of standards, electronic cataloging and access,
and low-rate data networking. All will have similar data format standards and interfaces, to
allow future interconnection into an “integrated pilot network.” Subsequent effort will
address the two high technology areas of data integration techniques and high transmission
rate networking of imagery data.

The Atmospheres Pilot at Goddard Space Flight Center involves a mature user community
and a number of well-developed data systems. Existing systems offer electronic catalogs,
automatic access, and in some cases, a networking capability. The Pilot will emphasize
standard catalog structures and user interfaces, plus common access techniques across the
programs. The initial effort is focused on the Goddard and University of Wisconsin
systems, but will be expanded to involve NOAA pilot systems and other research groups.



The Oceans Pilot, led by Jet Propulsion Lab, faces a different situation —no NASA
system exists to support the oceanic research community. The Pilot will establish a
remotely accessible catalog and data base management system of NASA oceanic data, and
a network to interconnect several key research institutions. It will provide a test bed for
oceanic research data systems in the NOSS era—when NASA, NOAA and DOD users
may all require access to each other’s data.

The Resources Pilot, led by Johnson Space Center, supports the AgRISTARS program,
which involves four agencies, eight projects, and several geographically dispersed research
institutions. The projects require multiple data from multiple sources, e.g., LANDSAT,
crop statistics, and meteorological data. Some projects require very accurate data
registration. Therefore, the pilot will emphasize the data cataloging structures and
development of common software for the registration of LANDSAT segments across the
program. It will also enable electronic cataloging and data sharing between projects.

CONCLUSION

NASA is conducting a vigorous program of communications R&D. Three major elements
are the 30/20 GHz program, the Multiuser Thin-route program, and the Applications Data
Systems program. The objective in each case is to develop system concepts and key
technology items which will be needed in the next decade to implement commercial,
operational systems for these types of services. Considerable progress has been made in
the 30/20 GHz program, and several contracts have been awarded to develop new
technology. The other two programs are in the early study and concept definition stages.
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Table I.  Multiuser Baseline System

HIGH-UHF PAYLOAD

• Full coverage of Canada and U.S. using a 16 meter diameter antenna and 18 beams
(1.5E beam width)

• 4 or more channels per beam (72 simultaneous channels); each channel is 30KHz,
FM/DAMA

• Compatible with terrestrial cellular system
• 25% eclipse capability
• Full redundancy
• UHF bandwidth less than 1 MHz

MUSAT PAYLOAD

• Full MUSAT payload
• X band has global and spot beams
• Low UHF has single beam, using quad helix; 50 channels, 50W RF
• 7-year life
• Full eclipse capability
• Full redundancy

SYSTEM

• Propellant for E-W and N-S stationkeeping for 7 years



Figure 1.  Orbit Congestion

Figure 2.  Trunking Service Figure 3. CPS Service



Figure 4.  Typical Beam Footprints Figure 5.  Mobile Satellite For
1.5EE Beams at UHF

Figure 6.  ADS System Concept


